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We have identified a folate receptor gene upstream of 
the chicken P-globin locus and separated from it by a 
16 kbp region of silent chromatin. We find that this 
receptor is expressed only at a stage of erythroid 
differentiation (CFU-E) preceding the activation of 
P-globin genes, consistent with the role of folate recep- 
tors in proliferation. This discovery raises the question 
of how these two loci are regulated during erythro- 
poiesis. Our data suggest thatthe folate receptor gene 
and the P-globin locus are regulated independently. 
We show that a 3.3 kbp DNA region upstream of the 
folate receptor gene is sufficient to induce strong 
expression of a transgene in CFU-E stage cells. We 
also find that the region between the P-globin locus 
and the folate receptor gene is fully methylated and 
condensed at this stage of differentiation. Its 3' bound- 
ary coincides with the 5' P-globin insulator. We specu- 
late that the 5' P-globin boundary element might be 
important for the proper regulation of two adjacent 
domains activated at two different stages during differ- 
entiation. 
Keywords: P-globin locus/boundary/condensed 
chromatin/domain/methylation 
Introduction 
Chromosomal position effects in mammals have been 
observed frequently in transgenic animals and in many 
diseases caused by natural mutations (Ton et al., 199 1; 
Joos et al., 1992; Tommerup et al., 1993; Foster et al., 
1994; Wagner et al., 1994; Fantes et al., 1995). These 
observations demonstrate that in addition to its role as a 
structural scaffold important for compaction, chromatin 
plays a major role in the utilization of genetic information. 
One attractive hypothesis is that chromosomes are sub- 
divided into independent functional domains, which are 
either permissive or repressive toward gene expression. 
This model is reinforced by the observation that transcrip- 
tionally active genes are embedded in DNase I-sensitive 
domains, extending many lulobases beyond the genes 
1986; Stratling et al., 1986; Levy-Wilson and Fortier, 
1989). 
For a domain to be a truly independent unit, it should 
contain all of the regulatory elements necessary for the 
correct expression of the genes located within; some well 
characterized domains do maintain a higher level of tissue- 
- 
and stage-specific expression when integrated into the 
genome than constructs containing only proximal cis- 
regulatory elements (Greaves et al., 1989; Bonifer et al., 
1994; Mason et al., 1995; Dillon et al., 1997). DNA 
sequences that induce efficient gene expression independ- 
ently of the site of integration have been identified in a 
number of different domains. Usually they are marked by 
a series of DNase I hypersensitive sites. Such clusters 
of regulatory elements required to induce copy-number- 
dependent expression have been designated as locus con- 
trol regions (LCRs), and have been most thoroughly 
investigated in the human P-globin gene locus (Forrester 
et al., 1987, 1989; Grosveld et al., 1987; Festenstein 
et al., 1996). 
The P-globin LCR, also studied in mouse and chicken 
(Moon and Ley, 1990; Hug et al., 1992; Mason et al., 
1995), can activate genes located as far as 50 kbp away, 
and is responsible for the proper expression of the P-globin 
genes (Epner et al., 1998; Reik et al., 1998). This raises 
the problem of how activation can be confined to a 
particular set of genes within the domain without affecting 
adjacent genes. It has been proposed that DNA sequences 
at the boundaries of an active chromatin domain may help 
in their establishment and maintenance (Geyer, 1997). 
The chicken P-globin locus spans 33 kbp (Figure IA), 
with boundaries identified by transitions to DNase I 
inaccessibility and low levels of histone acetylation 
(Hebbes et al., 1994). At the 5' boundary, a DNA sequence 
element marked by a constitutive DNase 1 hypersensitive 
site (HS4) has been shown to possess the properties of an 
insulator; it blocks enhancer action, but only when it lies 
between the enhancer and a promoter (Chung et al., 1993). 
We analyzed the region upstream of the well defined 
5' boundary of the chicken P-globin locus, and found a 
region of condensed chromatin extending without interrup- 
tion 16 kbp upstream of the P-globin 5' boundary. Immedi- 
ately beyond this we discovered a novel locus that is 
activated during erythropoiesis. This locus encodes a folate 
receptor and has a different program of expression from 
the globin genes. The chicken folate receptor is expressed 
in erythroid precursor cells in the developing embryo and 
is repressed during terminal differentiation. We identify a 
strong regulatory element upstream of the folate receptor 
which by itself directs expression of a linked gene, fairly 
independently of the chromosomal site of integration in 
an ewthroid cell line. We also show that at the time when 
the folate receptor gene is activated, the region between 
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ERH QIXLSHW 62EWI QETTMRK [MXL XLI X[S TVSFIW MHIRXM
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WMKREP [EW JSYRH HS[RWXVIEQ SJ XLI 7834 GSHSR 7IUYIRGIW SJ XLI
I\SRMRXVSR FSYRHEVMIW EVI VITVIWIRXIH EX XLI FSXXSQ SJ XLI pKYVI 8LI
GLMGOIR JSPEXI VIGITXSV XVERWGVMTX ((&.)1&0+IR&ERO EGGIWWMSR
2S MW %*
*SPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI I\TVIWWMSR ERH VIKYPEXMSR
*MK  8LI GLMGOIR JSPEXI VIGITXSV MHIRXMpIH MW E QIQFVERIFSYRH
MWSJSVQ % %QMRS EGMH EPMKRQIRX SJ XLI GSRWIVZIH VIKMSR SJ XLI
GLMGOIR JSPEXI VIGITXSV [MXL LYQER *6E *6F ERH *6K MWSJSVQW &SPH
PIXXIVW MRHMGEXI EQMRS EGMHW GSRWIVZIH EQSRK EPP *6 MWSJSVQW
& 8SXEP EQMRS EGMH WIUYIRGI SJ XLI GLMGOIR JSPEXI VIGITXSV &SPH
PIXXIVW MRHMGEXI XLI EQMRS EGMHW GSRXEMRIH MR XLI GIRXVEP GSRWIVZIH
VIKMSR 8LI WMKREP JSV EXXEGLQIRX XS E KP]GSW]P TLSWTLEXMH]P MRSWMXSP
+4- QIQFVERI ERGLSV MW WYVVSYRHIH F] ER STIR FS\ 8LMW WMKREP LEW
FIIR GLEVEGXIVM^IH MR E JI[ QSHIP TVSXIMRW ERH MW GSQTSWIH SJ E
QSHIVEXIP] L]HVSTLSFMG 'XIVQMREP VIKMSR SJ r EQMRS EGMHW E
WMXI SJ TVSXISP]WMW+4- QSHMpGEXMSR ERH E WTEGIV SJ r EQMRS EGMHW
XLEX WITEVEXIW XLI QSHMpGEXMSR WMXI JVSQ XLI L]HVSTLSFMG WIUYIRGI
=ER ERH 6EXREQ  7XEVW MRHMGEXI TSWWMFPI WMXIW JSV TVSXISP]WMW
+4- QSHMpGEXMSR %QMRS EGMHW + % ( 7 ERH 2 EVI IJpGMIRX WMXIW SJ
TVSXISP]WMW ERH ' ERH : EVI PS[ IJpGMIRG] WMXIW SJ TVSXISP]WMW
9RHIVPMRIH EQMRS EGMHW EVI 'XIVQMREP L]HVSTLSFMG EQMRS EGMHW
KIRIW [MXL XLI VITVIWWMSR SJ XLMW JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI 8LI
TVS\MQMX] SJ X[S PSGM ERH XLIMV EGXMZEXMSR MR XLI WEQI
HIZIPSTQIRXEP TEXL[E] FYX EX X[S HMJJIVIRX WXEKIW SJ
HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR WYKKIWXW XLEX GSQTPI\ GSRXVSPW SJ KIRI
VIKYPEXMSR EVI IQTPS]IH [LMGL EVI RSX ]IX YRHIVWXSSH
8LI TVSTIV HIZIPSTQIRXEP VIKYPEXMSR SJ XLI GLMGOIR
FKPSFMR PSGYW  OFT RIGIWWMXEXIW E GSQTPI\ GSQFMR
EXMSR SJ YTWXVIEQ VIKYPEXSV] IPIQIRXW QEVOIH F] YTWXVIEQ
L]TIVWIRWMXMZI WMXIW ,7 ERH XLI FI IRLERGIV MR
EHHMXMSR XS KPSFMR KIRI TVSQSXIVW 1EWSR IX EP 
8LMW QSHIP MQTPMGEXIW VIKYPEXSV] IPIQIRXW XLEX JYRGXMSR
SZIV PSRK HMWXERGIW IK XLI HMWXERGI FIX[IIR ,7 ERH
XLI I TVSQSXIV MW  OFT WII *MKYVI % 8LI MHIRXMpGEXMSR

SJ E KIRI PSGEXIH  OFT YTWXVIEQ SJ XLI FKPSFMR HSQEMR
ERH EGXMZEXIH NYWX FIJSVI FKPSFMR I\TVIWWMSR HYVMRK
IV]XLVSTSMIWMW VEMWIW XLI UYIWXMSR SJ [LIXLIV XLI JSPEXI
VIGITXSV WLEVIW VIKYPEXSV] IPIQIRXW [MXL FKPSFMR KIRIW
-X MW IUYEPP] TSWWMFPI XLEX XLI MRWYPEXSV ERH GSRHIRWIH
GLVSQEXMR P]MRK FIX[IIR XLIWI VIKMSRW QE] KIRIVEXI E
TL]WMGEP WLMIPH GEYWMRK XLI X[S PSGM XS FI VIKYPEXIH
MRHITIRHIRXP] 8LI MHIRXMpGEXMSR SJ TSXIRX VIKYPEXSV]
IPIQIRXW PSGEXIH TVS\MQEPP] XS XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI
[SYPH WYKKIWX XLEX XLIWI ERH RSX XLI FKPSFMR IPIQIRXW
VIKYPEXI JSPEXI VIGITXSV I\TVIWWMSR ;I WIEVGLIH JSV EHHM
XMSREP VIKYPEXSV] IPIQIRXW HS[RWXVIEQ SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGIT
XSV KIRI FYX RS (,7W [IVI MHIRXMpIH MR ' GIPPW [MXLMR
 OFT HS[RWXVIEQ SJ XLI TSP]EHIR]PEXMSR WMKREP HEXE
RSX WLS[R 8LYW XLI SRP] HIXIGXEFPI L]TIVWIRWMXMZI WMXI
RIEV XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI MW ,7%
;I HIGMHIH XLIVIJSVI XS JYWI SRP] XLI YTWXVIEQ VIKMSR
SJ XLI KIRI [LMGL GSRXEMRW ,7% XS E PYGMJIVEWI VITSVXIV
KIRI 8LI JYWMSR GSRXEMRIH  OFT YTWXVIEQ SJ XLI JSPEXI
VIGITXSV XVERWGVMTXMSREP WXEVX WMXI ERH  OFT HS[RWXVIEQ
*MKYVI  8LI PMRIEVM^IH TPEWQMH GSRXEMRMRK XLI TVSQSXIV
ERH XLI PYGMJIVEWI VITSVXIV KIRI [EW WXEFP] XVERWJIGXIH
MRXS ' GIPPW 8LI RYQFIV SJ MRXIKVEXIH GSTMIW ERH XLI
PYGMJIVEWI EGXMZMX] [IVI HIXIVQMRIH JSV IEGL VIWYPXMRK
MRHITIRHIRX GPSRI WII 1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW *MKYVI 
%PP SJ XLI GPSRIW EREP]^IH I\TVIWWIH LMKL PIZIPW SJ
PYGMJIVEWI EGXMZMX] WYKKIWXMRK XLEX QSWX SJ XLI VIKYPEXSV]
IPIQIRXW VIUYMVIH JSV XVERWGVMTXMSR SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV
KIRI [IVI MRGPYHIH MR XLI GSRWXVYGXMSR
;I EWOIH [LIXLIV XLI PIZIP SJ I\TVIWWMSR SFXEMRIH [EW
HMVIGXP] VIPEXIH XS XLI RYQFIV SJ GSTMIW MRXIKVEXIH MRXS
XLI KIRSQI SJ ' GIPPW % KSSH GSVVIPEXMSR FIX[IIR
KIRI GST] RYQFIV ERH PYGMJIVEWI I\TVIWWMSR MW SFWIVZIH
8LI VIKVIWWMSR PMRI TVSHYGIH MW WLS[R MR *MKYVI  ERH
LEW E GSVVIPEXMSR GSIJpGMIRX SJ  [LMGL MW WXEXMWXMGEPP]
WMKRMpGERX EX E GSRpHIRGI PIZIP SJ 	 8LMW GSQTEVIW
JEZSVEFP] [MXL WMQMPEV EWWE]W JSV GST]RYQFIVHITIRHIRGI
SJ I\TVIWWMSR MR LIQEXSTSMIXMG GIPP PMRIW IK WII 1E]
ERH )RZIV  8LI GST]RYQFIVHITIRHIRX I\TVIWWMSR
MRHYGIH F] XLMW WIUYIRGI WYKKIWXW XLEX MX GSRXEMRW TS[IVJYP
VIKYPEXSV] IPIQIRXW EPXLSYKL MX WLSYPH FI TSMRXIH SYX XLEX
MR EPP WXEFPI XVERWJSVQEXMSR I\TIVMQIRXW SJ XLMW OMRH XLI
GSRWXVYGX QE] LEZI TVIJIVVIH WMXIW SJ MRXIKVEXMSR [MXLMR
XLI KIRSQI XLEX WYTTSVX KVIEXIV EGXMZMX] *YVXLIVQSVI
[I SFZMSYWP] QE] LEZI I\GPYHIH EHHMXMSREP VIKYPEXSV]
IPIQIRXW XLEX QE] FI PSGEXIH QYGL JYVXLIV HS[RWXVIEQ
SJ XLI KIRI ;MXL XLIWI VIWIVZEXMSRW XLI VIWYPXW WYTTSVX
XLI GSRGPYWMSR XLEX XLMW YTWXVIEQ VIKMSR GSYPH FI WYJpGMIRX
XS HMVIGX TVSTIV I\TVIWWMSR SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV MR WMXY
3ZIVI\TVIWWMSR SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV LEW FIIR SFWIVZIH
MR WIZIVEP LYQER XYQSV GIPPW 'EQTFIPP IX EP 
'SRI] IX EP  ;IMXQER IX EP  6SWW IX EP
 -X LEW FIIR TVSTSWIH XLEX XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV TPE]W
E VSPI MR GIPP TVSPMJIVEXMSR ;I pRH *MKYVI  XLEX E JSPEXI
VIGITXSV KIRI MW I\TVIWWIH EX E WXEKI SJ GIPP TVSPMJIVEXMSR
[LMGL TVIGIHIW XLI pREP HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR ERH I\TVIWWMSR SJ
KPSFMR KIRIW HYVMRK IV]XLVSTSMIWMW MR GLMGOIR IQFV]SW
8LI VSPI SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV MR TVSPMJIVEXMSR WYKKIWXW
XLEX TVSTIV VITVIWWMSR SJ MXW KIRI QE] FI GVYGMEP JSV
124VMSPIEY
*MK  %  OFT VIKMSR YTWXVIEQ SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI MW WYJpGMIRX XS MRHYGI WXVSRK GST]RYQFIVHITIRHIRX I\TVIWWMSR EX XLI '*9) WXEKI %
 OFT <LS- JVEKQIRX GSRXEMRMRK ,7% ERH XLI MRMXMEXMSR WMXI SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI [EW JYWIH XS E PYGMJIVEWI VITSVXIV KIRI 8LI GSRWXVYGX [EW
WXEFP] MRXIKVEXIH MRXS ' GIPPW ERH  MRHMZMHYEP GPSRIW [IVI EREP]^IH JSV XVERWKIRI GST] RYQFIV ERH I\TVIWWMSR 8LI KIRI GST] RYQFIV ERH XLI
PYGMJIVEWI I\TVIWWMSR 1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW JSV IEGL GPSRI EVI TVIWIRXIH MR XLI XEFPI % WGEXXIV TPSX SJ PYGMJIVEWI EGXMZMX] ZIVWYW KIRI GST] RYQFIV
ERH XLI VIKVIWWMSR PMRI EVI EPWS WLS[R
HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR &IGEYWI XLI IWXEFPMWLQIRX SJ E GSRHIRWIH
VIKMSR FIX[IIR XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW ERH XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV
KIRI GSYPH FI RIGIWWEV] JSV XLI VITVIWWMSR SJ XLI JSPEXI
VIGITXSV KIRI [I MRZIWXMKEXIH XLI WXVYGXYVEP TVSTIVXMIW SJ
XLI VIKMSR FIX[IIR XLIWI X[S PSGM
8LI [LSPI VIKMSR FIX[IIR ,7 ERH ,7% [EW GPSRIH
*MKYVI & (2% WIUYIRGMRK VIZIEPIH XLEX 	 SJ XLI
(2% GSRXEMRIH MR XLI  OFT ,MRH--- GPSRI MW VITIEXIH
WIUYIRGI TVMRGMTEPP] XLI '6 VITIEX GSQQSRP] JSYRH MR
XLI GLMGOIR KIRSQI 7XYQTL IX EP  ;I HMH RSX
MHIRXMJ] ER] ORS[R STIR VIEHMRK JVEQIW 4VIZMSYW WXYHMIW
LEZI HIQSRWXVEXIH XLEX XLI  IRH SJ XLMW  OFT VIKMSR
TSWWIWWIW XLI GLEVEGXIVMWXMGW SJ VITVIWWIH GLVSQEXMR XLI
 OFT PSGEXIH MQQIHMEXIP] YTWXVIEQ SJ XLI MRWYPEXSV ,7
GSRXEMR L]TSEGIX]PEXIH LMWXSRIW ERH XLI GLVSQEXMR MR XLMW
VIKMSR MW QSVI VIWMWXERX XS (2EWI - HMKIWXMSR XLER XLI
GLVSQEXMR GSRXEMRIH MR XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW MR MQQEXYVI
IV]XLVSG]XIW ,IFFIW IX EP  8LI EFWIRGI SJ (,7W
ERH XLI LMKL GSRGIRXVEXMSR SJ VITIEXIH WIUYIRGI MR XLMW
 OFT VIKMSR WYKKIWXW XLEX E VITVIWWIH GLVSQEXMR WXVYGXYVI

QMKLX I\XIRH JYVXLIV YTWXVIEQ XLYW HIpRMRK E  OFT
GSRHIRWIH HSQEMR EX XLMW WXEKI SJ HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR
*YVXLIV WXVYGXYVEP EREP]WMW SJ XLMW HSQEMR [EW GEVVMIH
SYX MR ' GIPPW 8LI RYGPIEWI WIRWMXMZMX] SJ VIKMSRW
qEROMRK ,7% MRWMHI ERH HS[RWXVIEQ SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV
KIRI ERH XS[EVH XLI GIRXIV SJ XLI  OFT VIKMSR [IVI
I\EQMRIH YWMRK QMGVSGSGGEP RYGPIEWI 12EWI +IRSQMG
(2% [EW TYVMpIH EJXIV 12EWI HMKIWXMSR SJ ' RYGPIM
FPSXXIH ERH L]FVMHM^IH WYGGIWWMZIP] [MXL JSYV HMJJIVIRX
TVSFIW TVSFIW 12 12 12 ERH 4 *MKYVI %
-RWTIGXMSR SJ XLI HMKIWXMSR TEXXIVRW WLS[W XLEX XLI (2%
WYVVSYRHMRK XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI TVSFIW 12 12
ERH 12 MW QSVI WIRWMXMZI XLER XLI (2% PSGEXIH XS[EVHW
XLI GIRXIV SJ XLI  OFT VIKMSR TVSFI 4 *MKYVI &
7IRWMXMZMX] MW KVIEXIWX [MXLMR XLI EGXMZI JSPEXI VIGITXSV
KIRI TVSFI 12 EX XLI PEWX TSMRX SJ HMKIWXMSR XLI
EQSYRX SJ (2% HIXIGXIH EW QSRSRYGPISWSQIW MW LMKLIV
XLER XLI (2% [LMGL QMKVEXIW EX b OF -R GSRXVEWX JSV
XLI WEQI PIZIP SJ HMKIWXMSR [MXL TVSFI 4 (2% HIXIGXIH
EW QSRSRYGPISWSQIW MW EW EFYRHERX EW  OFT (2% 8LI
*SPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI I\TVIWWMSR ERH VIKYPEXMSR
*MK  8LI VIKMSR FIX[IIR ,7 ERH ,7% MW GSRHIRWIH EX XLI '*9) WXEKI % 8LI HMJJIVIRX TVSFIW 12 12 12 ERH 4 YWIH JSV XLI EREP]WMW SJ
QMGVSGSGGEP RYGPIEWI HMKIWXMSR EVI VITVIWIRXIH 8LI GPSWIH FS\ FIX[IIR 12 ERH 12 VITVIWIRXW E VITIEXIH WIUYIRGI & ' RYGPIM [IVI HMKIWXIH
[MXL MRGVIEWMRK EQSYRXW SJ QMGVSGSGGEP RYGPIEWI %JXIV TYVMpGEXMSR KIRSQMG (2% [EW EREP]^IH F] 7SYXLIVR FPSX L]FVMHM^EXMSR 8[S WEQTPIW SJ XLI
WEQI HMKIWXMSR [IVI VYR SR XLI WEQI KIP ERH XVERWJIVVIH XSKIXLIV XLIR L]FVMHM^IH WYGGIWWMZIP] [MXL TVSFIW 12 4 12 ERH 12
HMKIWXMSR TVSpPIW SFWIVZIH [MXL TVSFI 12 EPWS WLS[
XLEX XLI (2% PSGEXIH HS[RWXVIEQ SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV
KIRI MW QSVI VIWMWXERX XLER XLEX PSGEXIH MRWMHI ERH YTWXVIEQ
SJ ,7% TVSFIW 12 ERH 12
8LIWI VIWYPXW WYKKIWX XLEX MR GIPPW EVVIWXIH EX XLI '*9)
WXEKI IZIR MR XLI EFWIRGI SJ EGXMZEXMSR SJ XLI KPSFMR
KIRIW XLI EGXMZI PSGYW GSRXEMRMRK XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI
MW WITEVEXIH JVSQ XLI MREGXMZI FKPSFMR HSQEMR F] E
VIKMSR GSRHIRWIH MRXS 12EWIVIWMWXERX GLVSQEXMR 8LI
SFWIVZEXMSR SJ GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR FIX[IIR XLI JSPEXI
VIGITXSV PSGYW ERH XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW MR XLIWI GIPPW MW
ERSXLIV MRHMGEXMSR XLEX XLI FKPSFMR 0'6 MW RSX MQTPMGEXIH
MR XLI I\TVIWWMSR SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI
;I EPWS JSYRH XLEX ,7 MW EPVIEH] JSVQIH MR ' GIPPW
ERH XLEX ,7 ERH ,7 EVI RSX HIXIGXEFPI MR GSRXVEWX [MXL
IV]XLVSG]XIW [LIVI ,7 ,7 ERH ,7 [LMGL HIpRI XLI
0'6 EVI TVIWIRX *MKYVI  8LI (,7 SZIV XLI FI
IRLERGIV MW EPWS TVIWIRX MR ' GIPPW FYX MX MW [IEOIV XLER
MR IV]XLVSG]XIW &S]IW ERH *IPWIRJIPH  8LIWI HEXE
VIMRJSVGI XLI L]TSXLIWMW XLEX XLI FKPSFMR 0'6 MW RSX
MRZSPZIH MR XLI EGXMZEXMSR SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI MR
' GIPPW
%RSXLIV MQTSVXERX XVERWMXMSR [LMGL MW EPWS JSYRH EX XLI 
FSYRHEV] SJ XLI GSRHIRWIH VIKMSR  FSYRHEV] SJ XLI
FKPSFMR PSGYW MW E TVSKVIWWMZI MRGVIEWI MR (2% QIXL]P
EXMSR EW SRI TVSGIIHW MRXS XLI GSRHIRWIH VIKMSR MR XLI 
HMVIGXMSR 'LYRK IX EP  ;I I\EQMRIH XLI QIXL]P
EXMSR SJ WMXIW EX XLI  IRH SJ XLMW VIKMSR RIEV XLI JSPEXI

VIGITXSV 1IXL]PEXMSR SJ XLI pVWX ,TE-- WMXI PSGEXIH  FT
HS[RWXVIEQ SJ ,7% WMXI  WQEPP EVVS[ RYQFIVIH  MR
*MKYVI % [EW EREP]^IH MR HMJJIVIRX XMWWYI ERH GIPP PMRIW
F] ,TE--r1WT- VIWXVMGXMSR EREP]WMW -R EPP XLI IV]XLVSMH
XMWWYI ERH GIPP PMRIW XIWXIH XLMW WMXI MW GPIEZIH F] FSXL
IR^]QIW [LMGL WLS[W XLEX MX MW YRQIXL]PEXIH *MKYVI &
PERIW        ERH  -R GSRXVEWX XS XLI
HMWETTIEVIRGI SJ ,7% XLMW YRQIXL]PEXIH WXEXI MW QEMR
XEMRIH MR XIVQMREPP] HMJJIVIRXMEXIH IV]XLVSG]XIW *MKYVI &
%HYPX 6&' 8LI WMXI MW YRQIXL]PEXIH MR EPP IV]XLVSMH
GIPPW MR HE] FVEMR ERH MR E P]QTLSMH GIPP PMRI (8
MX MW QIXL]PEXIH *MKYVI & PERIW  ERH  1IXL]PEXMSR
SJ XLI RI\X ,TE-- WMXI WMXI  WQEPP EVVS[ RYQFIVIH  MR
*MKYVI % PSGEXIH  OFT HS[RWXVIEQ SJ ,7% [EW
EPWS EREP]^IH 8LMW WMXI MW WXVSRKP] QIXL]PEXIH MR ,(
*MKYVI ' PERI  YRQIXL]PEXIH MR ' *MKYVI '
PERI  ERH QIXL]PEXIH MR HE] ERH EHYPX IV]XLVSG]XIW
*MKYVI ' PERIW  ERH  8LIWI VIWYPXW MRHMGEXI XLEX
EFWIRGI SJ QIXL]PEXMSR EX XLMW WMXI MW TVIGMWIP] GSVVIPEXIH
[MXL JSPEXI VIGITXSV I\TVIWWMSR -R GSRXVEWX XLI ,TE--
WMXI  PSGEXIH TVS\MQEPP] XS ,7% MW YRQIXL]PEXIH MR EPP
IV]XLVSMH GIPPW XIWXIH FYX RSX MR RSRIV]XLVSMH GIPP PMRIW
?IZIR MR (8 [LIVI ,7% MW HIXIGXEFPI HEXE RSX WLS[RA
7MRGI XLI (2% MW YRQIXL]PEXIH EX XLMW WMXI MR IV]XLVSG]XIW
EHYPX 6&'W [LIVI ,7% HSIW RSX I\MWX MX MW GPIEV XLEX
XLIVI MW RS HMVIGX GSVVIPEXMSR FIX[IIR (2% QIXL]PEXMSR
ERH (,7 JSVQEXMSR EX XLMW PSGYW
-X MW ORS[R XLEX LMKL PIZIPW SJ QIXL]P'T+ GSVVIPEXI
[MXL XVERWGVMTXMSREP MREGXMZMX] ERH RYGPIEWI VIWMWXERGI MR
GLVSQSWSQIW %RXIUYIVE IX EP  3YV TVIZMSYW
124VMSPIEY
*MK  (IXIGXMSR SJ (2EWI - L]TIVWIRWMXMZI WMXIW (2% JVSQ
(2EWI -XVIEXIH RYGPIM ' GIPPW SV  (E] 6&' [EW HMKIWXIH [MXL
/TR- ERH TVSFIH [MXL TVSFI 4 8LI L]TIVWIRWMXMZI FERHW
GSVVIWTSRHMRK XS ,7 ,7 ERH ,7 EVI MRHMGEXIH
VIWYPXW MRHMGEXIH XLEX EX XLI '*9) WXEKI ' GIPPW XLI
HSQEMR FIX[IIR ,7 ERH ,7% MW GSRHIRWIH (2%
QIXL]PEXMSR EVSYRH XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV LEW E XMWWYI ERH
WXEKIWTIGMpG TEXXIVR WYKKIWXMRK XLEX XLIVI MW TVIGMWI
GSRXVSP SJ QIXL]PEXMSR EX XLMW PSGYW HYVMRK IV]XLVSTSMIWMW
%W (2% QIXL]PEXMSR GSYPH FI E QIGLERMWQ JSV IWXEFPMWL
QIRX SV QEMRXIRERGI SJ GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR (2%
QIXL]PEXMSR [EW EPWS EREP]^IH EPSRK XLI HSQEMR FIX[IIR
,7 ERH ,7% ,TE-- WIRWMXMZMX] [EW QIEWYVIH MR FSXL
HMVIGXMSRW JVSQ XLI GIRXIV SJ XLI  OFT VIKMSR 3ZIV XLMW
VIKMSR E HMWXMRGX GLEVEGXIVMWXMG TEXXIVR SJ (2%QIXL]PEXMSR
MW HMWTPE]IH MR ' GIPPW 8LI (2% MW GSQTPIXIP] QIXL]P
EXIH SZIV XLMW IRXMVI VIKMSR ]IX FIGSQIW YRQIXL]PEXIH
GPSWI XS ,7 ERH ,7% *MKYVI  PERIW  ERH  -R
GSRXVEWX MR FSXL MQQEXYVI IV]XLVSG]XIW HE] 6&'W
ERH QEXYVI EHYPX IV]XLVSG]XIW *MKYVI  PERIW  ERH
 SRP] E JVEGXMSR SJ XLI WMXIW MW QIXL]PEXIH EPSRK XLI
HSQEMR 4EVXMEP ,TE-- HMKIWXMSR MW SFWIVZIH EX IZIV] WMXI
*MKYVI  PERIW  ERH  FYX XLI FSYRHEVMIW EVI
QEMRXEMRIH ,TE-- WMXIW GPSWI XS ,7% ERH ,7 EVI WXMPP
JYPP] YRQIXL]PEXIH %W E GSRXVSP XLI (2% QIXL]PEXMSR
SJ XLMW VIKMSR [EW EPWS EREP]^IH MR XLI IQFV]SRMG GLMGO

*MK  8VERWMXMSR MR (2% QIXL]PEXMSR GPSWI XS ,7% MW XMWWYI ERH
WXEKIWTIGMpG % 8LI QET VITVIWIRXW VIWXVMGXMSR JVEKQIRXW ERH TVSFIW
YWIH XS EREP]^I XLI (2% QIXL]PEXMSR GPSWI XS ,7% 8LI TEVIRXEP
&EQ,- JVEKQIRX HIXIGXIH [MXL TVSFI 4 MW  FT 8LI TEVIRXEP
&EQ,-r/TR- JVEKQIRX HIXIGXIH [MXL 4 MW  FT ,TE-- WMXIW EVI
VITVIWIRXIH F] WQEPP EVVS[W ,TE-- WMXIW EREP]^IH MR & ERH ' EVI
RYQFIVIH  ERH  VIWTIGXMZIP] & 8LI ,TE-- WMXI RI\X XS ,7%
WMXI MW YRQIXL]PEXIH SRP] MR IV]XLVSMH GIPPW +IRSQMG (2% JVSQ
HMJJIVIRX GIPP PMRIW SV XMWWYIW [EW HMKIWXIH [MXL &EQ,-  &EQ,- 
,TE-- , SV &EQ,-  1WT- 1 (MKIWXIH WEQTPIW [IVI HIXIGXIH
[MXL TVSFI 4 %VVS[W QEVO XLI TVSHYGX SJ ,TE-- HMKIWXMSR GPSWI XS
,7% ' 8LI ,TE-- WMXI PSGEXIH JYVXLIV HS[RWXVIEQ SJ ,7% WMXI 
MW YRQIXL]PEXIH SRP] MR GIPPW [LMGL I\TVIWW XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI
+IRSQMG (2% JVSQ HMJJIVIRX WXEKIW SJ IV]XLVSMH HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR [EW
HMKIWXIH [MXL &EQ,-  /TR-  &EQ,-  /TR-  ,TE-- , SV
&EQ,-  /TR-  1WT- 1 (MKIWXIH WEQTPIW [IVI HIXIGXIH [MXL
TVSFI 4 0SRK EVVS[ VITVIWIRXW XLI TVSHYGX SJ ,TE-- HMKIWXMSR XLI
WQEPP EVVS[ WLS[W XLI YRGYX TEVIRXEP JVEKQIRX 8LI TIVGIRXEKI SJ
,TE-- GYXXMRK [EW UYERXMpIH MR IEGL GEWI F] TLSWTLSMQEKIV
FVEMR 8[S QEMR JIEXYVIW [IVI SFWIVZIH %W MR IV]XLVS
G]XIW SRP] E JVEGXMSR SJ ,TE-- WMXIW MW QIXL]PEXIH EPSRK
XLI  OFT HSQEMR ERH ,TE-- WMXIW GPSWI XS XLI MRWYPEXSV
EVI JYPP] YRQIXL]PEXIH *MKYVI  PERI  -R GSRXVEWX
XS XLI IV]XLVSMH GIPPW LS[IZIV XLI (2% GPSWI XS ,7% MW
QIXL]PEXIH EW WLS[R F] XLI TVIWIRGI SJ JVEKQIRXW HIVMZIH
JVSQ ,TE-- GYXW FI]SRH ,7% *MKYVI  PERI  8LMW
VIWYPX MW MR EKVIIQIRX [MXL XLI VIWYPXW TVIWIRXIH MR *MKYVI 
8LMW WXYH] MR ' GIPPW HIpRIW E QIXL]PEXIH WIKQIRX
SJ (2% HIPMRIEXIH F] X[S YRQIXL]PEXIH FSYRHEVMIW -R
SVHIV XS PSSO EX XLI EGGIWWMFMPMX] SJ XLIWI FSYRHEVMIW MR
XLI RYGPIYW [I XVMIH XS I\GMWI XLMW TMIGI SJ GLVSQEXMR
JVSQ ' RYGPIM [MXL E WMQTPI ,TE-- VIWXVMGXMSR HMKIWX
*SPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI I\TVIWWMSR ERH VIKYPEXMSR
*MK  )WXEFPMWLQIRX SJ E JYPP] QIXL]PEXIH VIKMSR FIX[IIR XLI JSPEXI
VIGITXSV KIRI ERH XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW EX XLI '*9) WXEKI 8LI QET
WLS[W XLI TSWMXMSR SJ <FE- ERH ,TE- VIWXVMGXMSR WMXIW ERH TVSFIW 4
ERH 4 YWIH XS PSSO JSV ,TE-- GYXXMRK 7QEPP EVVS[W VITVIWIRX ,TE--
WMXIW %REP]WMW SJ ,TE-- QIXL]PEXMSR XS[EVH XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI MW
WLS[R SR XLI PIJX TERIP +IRSQMG (2% JVSQ HMJJIVIRX XMWWYIW SV GIPP
PMRIW [EW HMKIWXIH [MXL <FE-  ,TE-- ERH HIXIGXIH [MXL TVSFI 4
8LI WQEPP EVVS[ MRHMGEXIW XLI TEVIRXEP FERH (SXW WLS[ XLI TSWMXMSR SJ
,TE-- WMXIW %REP]WMW SJ ,TE-- QIXL]PEXMSR XS[EVH XLI MRWYPEXSV MW
WLS[R SR XLI VMKLX TERIP +IRSQMG (2% JVSQ HMJJIVIRX XMWWYIW SV GIPP
PMRIW [EW HMKIWXIH [MXL ,TE-  ,TE-- ERH HIXIGXIH [MXL TVSFI 4
8LI WQEPP EVVS[ MRHMGEXIW XLI TEVIRXEP FERH
8LI TVIHMGXMSR [EW XLEX XLI YRQIXL]PEXIH ,TE-- WMXI GPSWI
XS ,7% WLSYPH FI EGGIWWMFPI FIGEYWI EX XLMW WXEKI XLMW
(,7 MW EPVIEH] JSVQIH FYX [I HMH RSX ORS[ [LIXLIV XLI
GLVSQEXMR GPSWI XS XLI MRWYPEXSV [EW EGGIWWMFPI MR XLIWI
GIPPW % HMWGVIXI (2% JVEKQIRX MW MRHIIH I\GMWIH JVSQ
' RYGPIM F] ,TE-- HMKIWXMSR *MKYVI  PERI  8LI
GYXXMRK SJ GLVSQEXMR SGGYVW EX FSXL IRHW ZIV] GPSWI XS
,7 ERH ,7% *MKYVI  PERIW  ERH  8LMW VIWYPX
WYKKIWXW XLEX E JYPP] QIXL]PEXIH HSQEMR MW WYVVSYRHIH F]
ER EGXMZI PSGYW EX MXW  FSYRHEV] ERH XLEX MXW  FSYRHEV]
MW EPWS EPVIEH] IWXEFPMWLIH ;I JSYRH XLEX ,7 ERH ,7
EVI EPVIEH] JSVQIH ,7 ERH ,7 EVI RSX HIXIGXEFPI
*MKYVI  8LI (,7 SZIV XLI FI IRLERGIV MW EPWS TVIWIRX
MR ' GIPPW FYX MX MW [IEOIV XLER MR MQQEXYVI IV]XLVSG]XIW
&S]IW ERH *IPWIRJIPH  %PP XLIWI VIWYPXW WYKKIWX
XLEX XLI FKPSFMR HSQEMR QE] EPVIEH] FI TVIWIX EX XLI
'*9) WXEKI VIMRJSVGMRK XLI MHIE XLEX XLI  FKPSFMR
MRWYPEXSV ERH XLI GSRHIRWIH VIKMSR XLEX [I LEZI MHIRXMpIH
QMKLX FI GVYGMEP JSV XLI TVSTIV MRHITIRHIRX VIKYPEXMSR SJ
XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV ERH XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW

(MWGYWWMSR
8LI TYVTSWI SJ XLMW WXYH] [EW XS HIpRI RI[ GLVSQEXMR
VIKMSRW YTWXVIEQ SJ XLI [IPP GLEVEGXIVM^IH GLMGOIR
FKPSFMR HSQEMR ERH MXW  MRWYPEXSV ;I LSTIH XLEX XLMW
EREP]WMW [SYPH TVSZMHI WSQI MRWMKLX MRXS XLI VSPI SJ XLI
FSYRHEV] IPIQIRX MR KIRI VIKYPEXMSR -R XLI GSYVWI SJ XLMW
WXYH] [I JSYRH E  OFT WMPIRX VIKMSR YTWXVIEQ SJ XLI
KPSFMR PSGYW ERH FI]SRH XLEX E RSZIP KIRI XLEX GSHIW
JSV E JSPEXI VIGITXSV ERH MW I\TVIWWIH HYVMRK IV]XLVSMH
HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR ;I pVWX I\TPSVIH XLI TEXXIVR SJ I\TVIWWMSR
SJ XLMW KIRI MR  XS HE]SPH HIZIPSTMRK GLMGO IQFV]SW
ERH JSYRH XLEX MX [EW GSRpRIH XS XLI FPSSH MWPERHW
*MKYVI  TVIGYVWSV GIPPW EX XLMW WXEKI HS RSX I\TVIWW
FKPSFMR KIRIW +VSYHMRI ERH ;IMRXVEYF  *SPEXI
VIGITXSV KIRI I\TVIWWMSR [EW RSX SFWIVZIH LS[IZIV MR
GMVGYPEXMRK VIH GIPPW MWSPEXIH JVSQ PEXIV WXEKI IQFV]SW SV
EHYPXW [LMGL HS I\TVIWW FKPSFMR KIRIW 8LMW TEXXIVR SJ
I\TVIWWMSR MW GSRWMWXIRX [MXL XLI SFWIVZEXMSR XLEX E HMIXEV]
HIpGMIRG] MR JSPEXI MRHYGIW QIKEPSFPEWXMG ERIQME GLEVEG
XIVM^IH F] E TVIZEPIRGI SJ PEVKI IEVP] WXEKI LIQEXSTSMIXMG
TVIGYVWSV GIPPW /SYV] IX EP  1SVISZIV MX MW ORS[R
XLEX JSPEXI VIGITXSVW EVI EXXEGLIH XS XLI QIQFVERI SJ
LYQER 6&' ERH MX LEW FIIR WLS[R XLEX EHHMXMSR SJ
ERXMFSHMIW XS TPEGIRXEP JSPEXI VIGITXSV MRGVIEWIW XLI TVS
PMJIVEXMSR SJ &*9) ERH '*9) MR GYPXYVI %RXSR] IX EP
  3YV SFWIVZEXMSRW TVSZMHI XLI pVWX IZMHIRGI
XLEX XLI I\TVIWWMSR SJ E JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI MW VIKYPEXIH
TVIGMWIP] HYVMRK IV]XLVSMH HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR 8LMW SFWIVZEXMSR
EPWS VEMWIW XLI UYIWXMSR SJ LS[ X[S TVS\MQEP PSGM JSPEXI
VIGITXSV ERH FKPSFMR EGXMZEXIH EX X[S HMJJIVIRX WXEKIW SJ
IV]XLVSMH HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR EVI VIKYPEXIH
-R SVHIV XS WXYH] GLVSQEXMR WXVYGXYVI ERH (2% QIXL]P
EXMSR TEXXIVRW MR GIPPW XLEX QMKLX I\TVIWW XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV
KIRI [I QEHI YWI SJ X[S ZMVEPP] XVERWJSVQIH EZMER
IV]XLVSMH TVIGYVWSV GIPP PMRIW 8LIWI PMRIW ' ERH ,(
VIWYPX WTIGMpGEPP] JVSQ XVERWJSVQEXMSR SJ &*9) WXEKI
GLMGOIR TVIIV]XLVSMH GIPPW (IXEMPIH EREP]WMW SJ WYVJEGI
QEVOIVW LEW HIXIVQMRIH XLEX ' GIPPW ERH SXLIV EZMER
IV]XLVSFPEWXSWMW ZMVYW XVERWJSVQIH PMRIW EVI EVVIWXIH EX XLI
'*9) WXEKI SJ HIZIPSTQIRX &IYK IX EP  [LIVIEW
XLI ,( PMRI MW FPSGOIH EX ER IEVPMIV QYPXMTSXIRX IV]
XLVSMHQ]IPSMH TVIGYVWSV WXEKI 1IX^ ERH +VEJ  ;I
XLIVIJSVI EREP]^IH QIXL]PEXMSR ERH GLVSQEXMR WXVYGXYVEP
TEXXIVRW MR XLIWI PMRIW [MXL XLI I\TIGXEXMSR XLEX XLI] [SYPH
VIqIGX XLI TEXXIVR SJ KIRI I\TVIWWMSR [I LEH SFWIVZIH MR
IQFV]SRMG IV]XLVSMH HIZIPSTQIRX *SV XLMW VIEWSR [I
GSRGIRXVEXIH SYV EXXIRXMSR SR ' GIPPW ERH JSYRH XLEX
XLIWI '*9) WXEKI GIPPW EPSRI I\TVIWWIH XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV
'SRWMWXIRX [MXL XLIWI VIWYPXW I\TVIWWMSR [EW EPWS HIXIGXIH
MR XLI VETMHP] TVSPMJIVEXMRK GIPPW SJ XLI ]SPO WEG FPSSH
MWPERHW FYX RSX MR HMJJIVIRXMEXIH IV]XLVSG]XIW 0MOI XLI
' GIPPW ]SPO WEG '*9) GIPPW HS RSX I\TVIWW FKPSFMR
KIRIW +VSYHMRI ERH ;IMRXVEYF  8LI ,( PMRI
EVVIWXIH EX 1)4 I\TVIWWIW RIMXLIV SJ XLIWI KIRIW ERH
I\TIVMQIRXW EVI YRHIV[E] XS HIXIVQMRI [LIXLIV
IQFV]SRMG FPSSH TVIGYVWSV GIPPW JSPPS[ XLMW WEQI TEXXIVR
SJ JSPEXI VIGITXSV ERH KPSFMR KIRI I\TVIWWMSR MR ZMZS
-X LEW FIIR HIQSRWXVEXIH TVIZMSYWP] XLEX JSV EX PIEWX  OFT
YTWXVIEQ SJ XLI GLMGOIR FKPSFMR PSGYW GLVSQEXMR MR 
124VMSPIEY
*MK  8LI YRQIXL]PEXIH FSYRHEVMIW SJ XLI HSQEMR EVI EGGIWWMFPI XS RYGPIEWI EX XLI '*9) WXEKI -R XLI PIJX TERIP ' RYGPIM [IVI HMKIWXIH [MXL
,TE-- WII 1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW 4YVMpIH (2% [EW HIXIGXIH [MXL TVSFI 4 *MKYVI  ,TE-- GYXXMRK SR ' RYGPIM [EW EREP]^IH GPSWI XS ,7%
MR XLI GIRXIV TERIP (2% JVSQ ,TE--XVIEXIH RYGPIM [EW JYVXLIV HMKIWXIH [MXL <FE- SV <FE-  ,TE-- ERH XLIR HIXIGXIH [MXL TVSFI 4 8LI WQEPP
EVVS[ VITVIWIRXW XLI TEVIRXEP FERH 8LI VMKLX TERIP WLS[W XLEX ,TE-- WMXIW GPSWI XS ,7 EVI EGGIWWMFPI MR ' RYGPIM (2% JVSQ ,TE--XVIEXIH RYGPIM
[EW HMKIWXIH JYVXLIV [MXL ,TE- SV ,TE-  ,TE-- ERH XLIR HIXIGXIH [MXL TVSFI 4 *MKYVI 
HE] IV]XLVSG]XIW MW (2EWI -VIWMWXERX ERH TEGOEKIH [MXL
L]TSEGIX]PEXIH LMWXSRIW ,IFFIW IX EP  *MKYVI 
8LI IWXEFPMWLQIRX SJ E GSRHIRWIH VIKMSR FIX[IIR XLI
FKPSFMR PSGYW ERH XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV GSYPH FI RIGIWWEV]
JSV XLI TVSTIV VITVIWWMSR SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI ERH
SV XLI EFWIRGI SJ FKPSFMR XVERWGVMTXMSR EX XLI '*9)
WXEKI ;I pRH XLEX MR ' GIPPW XLI VIKMSR FIX[IIR XLI
JSPEXI VIGITXSV PSGYW ERH XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW TSWWIWWIW
TVSTIVXMIW SJ GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR *MKYVI  8LI (2%
EPSRK XLMW  OFT VIKMSR MW JYPP] QIXL]PEXIH [MXL
FSYRHEVMIW XLEX EVI YRQIXL]PEXIH ERH EGGIWWMFPI XS
RYGPIEWI HMKIWXMSR -R GSRXVEWX [I pRH XLEX XLMW VIKMSR MW
SRP] TEVXMEPP] QIXL]PEXIH MR IV]XLVSG]XIW EPXLSYKL MX MW
ORS[R XLEX EX PIEWX  OFT SJ MXW  TEVX VIQEMRW GSQTEGXIH
*MKYVI  8LMW WYKKIWXW XLEX [LIR XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV
KIRI MW EGXMZI XLI GSRHIRWIH (2% MW QEMRXEMRIH JYPP]
QIXL]PEXIH FYX XLEX MR HMJJIVIRXMEXIH GIPPW MR [LMGL MX MW
MREGXMZI (2% MW VERHSQP] HIQIXL]PEXIH RSXI XLEX EHYPX
6&'W EVI XVERWGVMTXMSREPP] HIEH -X MW RSX GPIEV [LIXLIV
(2% QIXL]PEXMSR MW E GEYWI SV IJJIGX SJ KIRI EGXMZEXMSR
-X MW TSWWMFPI LS[IZIV XLEX (2% QIXL]PEXMSR EPSRK XLMW
HSQEMR MW ER MQTSVXERX ITMKIRIXMG QIGLERMWQ JSV XLI
QEMRXIRERGI SJ E GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR WXVYGXYVI IWTIGM
EPP] KMZIR XLI ORS[R GSRIGXMSR FIX[IIR (2%QIXL]PEXMSR

ERH LMWXSRI HIEGIX]PEXMSR MR WSQI W]WXIQW .SRIW IX EP
 2ER IX EP  3RGI XLI GSRHIRWIH WXVYGXYVI MW
IWXEFPMWLIH TIVLETW XLI (2% GER FI VERHSQP] HIQIXL]P
EXIH MR UYMIWGIRX GIPPW [MXLSYX EJJIGXMRK XLI GSQTEGXMSR
SJ XLI (2%
6IGIRX VIWYPXW WYTTSVX XLMW L]TSXLIWMW % QIGLERMWXMG
FVMHKI FIX[IIR (2% QIXL]PEXMSR ERH LMWXSRI HIEGIX]P
EXMSR LEW FIIR IWXEFPMWLIH MR QEQQEPMER GIPPW MX LEW FIIR
WLS[R XLEX EX PIEWX SRI QIXL]P'T+FMRHMRK TVSXIMR XLI
QSYWI TVSXIMR 1I'4 EWWSGMEXIW [MXL E GSVITVIWWSV
GSQTPI\ XLEX MRGPYHIW LMWXSRI HIEGIX]PEWIW .SRIW IX EP
 2ER IX EP  7YGL MRHMVIGX VIGVYMXQIRX SJ
LMWXSRI HIEGIX]PEWIW F] QIXL]P'T+ GSYPH FI ER IJpGMIRX
QIGLERMWQ JSV VIIWXEFPMWLQIRX SJ VITVIWWMZI GLVSQEXMR
WXVYGXYVI EJXIV XLI TEWWEKI SJ XLI VITPMGEXMSR JSVO 3YV
SFWIVZEXMSRW WYKKIWX XLEX EX XLI WXEKI [LIVI XLI JSPEXI
KIRI MW I\TVIWWIH XLI IRXMVI VIKMSR FIX[IIR XLI FKPSFMR
HSQEMR ERH XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV QE] GSRXEMR L]TSEGIX]PEXIH
LMWXSRIW ;I LEZI EPVIEH] WLS[R XLEX MR ' GIPPW XLI
FSYRHEVMIW SJ XLMW VIKMSR EVI FSXL EGGIWWMFPI XS RYGPIEWIW
ERH YRQIXL]PEXIH ;LIXLIV XLIWI FSYRHEVMIW EPWS QEVO E
XVERWMXMSR MR LMWXSRI EGIX]PEXMSR JVSQ L]TSEGIX]PEXIH XS
L]TIVEGIX]PEXIH LMWXSRIW MW GYVVIRXP] FIMRK MRZIWXMKEXIH
8LI TVIWIRGI SJ E GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR WXVYGXYVI GPSWI XS
*SPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI I\TVIWWMSR ERH VIKYPEXMSR
*MK  7GLIQEXMG VITVIWIRXEXMSR SJ WXVYGXYVEP ERH JYRGXMSREP
QSHMpGEXMSRW SGGYVVMRK HYVMRK HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR JVSQ '*9) GIPPW XS
IV]XLVSG]XIW SR XLI FKPSFMR ERH XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV PSGM ERH XLI
GSRHIRWIH VIKMSR MR FIX[IIR %X XLI '*9) WXEKI ,TE-- WMXIW EVI JYPP]
QIXL]PEXIH MR XLI VIKMSR FIX[IIR XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW ERH XLI JSPEXI
VIGITXSV PSGYW VITVIWIRXIH EW GPSWIH GMVGPIW 9RQIXL]PEXIH ,TE-- WMXIW
EVI VITVIWIRXIH EW STIR GMVGPIW 8LSWI YRQIXL]PEXIH WMXIW GPSWI XS
,7% ERH ,7 EVI EGGIWWMFPI XS ,TE-- MR ' RYGPIM ERH EVI MRHMGEXIH
F] WXEVW 5YIWXMSR QEVOW MRHMGEXI L]TSXLIWIW [LMGL EVI JSVQYPEXIH MR
XLI (MWGYWWMSR
EGXMZI PSGM VEMWIW XLI UYIWXMSR SJ LS[ GSQTEGXIH GLVSQEXMR
GER FI VIWXVMGXIH XS E TVIGMWI VIKMSR ;I WYKKIWX XLEX XLI
MRWYPEXSV IPIQIRX TVIZMSYWP] MHIRXMpIH EX XLI  IRH SJ
XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW QE] TEVXMGMTEXI MR IWXEFPMWLMRK WYGL E
WXVYGXYVEP FSYRHEV] EX XLI  IRH SJ XLI GSRHIRWIH VIKMSR
8LMW IPIQIRX GSRXEMRIH MR E  OFT JVEKQIRX [LMGL
MRGPYHIW ,7 LEW FIIR WLS[R XS JYRGXMSR FSXL XS FPSGO
EGXMZEXMSR SJ ER IRLERGIV F] E TVSQSXIV [LIR TPEGIH
FIX[IIR XLIQ ERH MR (VSWSTLMPE ERH ' GIPPW XS GSRJIV
TSWMXMSR MRHITIRHIRGI SJ I\TVIWWMSR SR E[IEOP] I\TVIWWIH
VITSVXIV 'LYRK IX EP  4MOEEVX IX EP 
8LI  FSYRHEV] SJ XLI GSRHIRWIH VIKMSR MW RSX ]IX EW
[IPP HIpRIH EW XLI  FSYRHEV] ,S[IZIV [I LEZI
MHIRXMpIH E VIKMSR YTWXVIEQ SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI
WYJpGMIRX XS MRHYGI WXVSRK I\TVIWWMSR SJ E XVERWKIRI MR
' GIPPW [LMGL WLS[W E JEMVP] PMRIEV HITIRHIRGI SR
GST] RYQFIV 8LMW SFWIVZEXMSR WYKKIWXW XLEX XLI VIKMSR
QE] GSRXEMR VIKYPEXSV] IPIQIRXW WYJpGMIRX XS TVIZIRX
GLVSQSWSQEP TSWMXMSR IJJIGXW *YVXLIV GLEVEGXIVM^EXMSR SJ
XLMW VIKMSR [MPP XIPP YW [LIXLIV WYGL E JYRGXMSR MW TVSZMHIH
F] ER 0'6PMOI EGXMZMX] EPSRI SV [LIXLIV ER MRWYPEXMRK
EGXMZMX] MW EPWS TVIWIRX -X MW TSWWMFPI XLEX VITVIWWMSR SJ
XVERWGVMTXMSR SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI MR IV]XLVSG]XIW
MRZSPZIW XLI WTVIEHMRK SJ XLI GSRHIRWIH HSQEMR XS[EVH
XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV *MKYVI 
8LI SVKERM^EXMSR SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV ERH FKPSFMR KIRI
GPYWXIV ERH XLIMV TVSKVEQW SJ I\TVIWWMSR WYKKIWXW XLEX
XLIVI QMKLX FI ER MQTSVXERX VSPI JSV XLI FKPSFMR MRWYPEXSV
MR IWXEFPMWLMRK ERH QEMRXEMRMRK WITEVEXI VIKYPEXSV] GSQ
TEVXQIRXW 6IGIRX WXYHMIW MR SYV PEFSVEXSV] 4MOEEVX IX EP
 LEZI WLS[R XLEX E WXEFP] MRXIKVEXIH VITSVXIV KIRI
GER FI TVSXIGXIH JVSQ FSXL TSWMXMZI ERH RIKEXMZI TSWMXMSR

IJJIGXW MJ MX MW qEROIH SR FSXL WMHIW F] X[S GSTMIW SJ XLI
 OFT FKPSFMR MRWYPEXSV IPIQIRX 8LMW MW GSRWMWXIRX [MXL
E VIPEXIH VSPI JSV XLI MRWYPEXSV IPIQIRX MR MXW REXYVEP
PSGEXMSR EX XLI  IRH SJ XLI FKPSFMR PSGYW MR TVSXIGXMRK
XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV ERH FKPSFMR KIRI GPYWXIV JVSQ GVSWW
MRXIVEGXMSR %R EREPSKSYW SVKERM^EXMSR SJ X[S PSGM LEW
FIIR HIWGVMFIH MR LYQER 8 GIPPW 8 GIPP VIGITXSV E ERH H
KIRI WIKQIRXW EVI SVKERM^IH [MXLMR E WMRKPI KIRIXMG PSGYW
FYX EVI HMJJIVIRXMEPP] VIKYPEXIH HYVMRK 8 GIPP HIZIPSTQIRX
%R IRLERGIVFPSGOMRK IPIQIRX LEW FIIR MHIRXMpIH FIX[IIR
XLIWI WIKQIRXW [MXLMR XLI PSGYW ERH MX LEW FIIR TVSTSWIH
XLEX XLMW MRWYPEXSV JYRGXMSRW EW E FSYRHEV] XS WITEVEXI XLI
8'6EH PSGYW MRXS HMWXMRGX VIKYPEXSV] HSQEMRW >LSRK
ERH /VERKIP 
-RWYPEXSV IPIQIRXW EPWS TPE] E VSPI MR (VSWSTLMPE
HIZIPSTQIRX 4EVEWIKQIRXWTIGMpG I\TVIWWMSR SJ XLI
KIRIW XLEX GSQTVMWI XLI &MXLSVE\ GSQTPI\ &<' MW
GSRXVSPPIH F] E GMWVIKYPEXSV] VIKMSR XLEX WTVIEHW SZIV
 OFT SJ (2% 8LMW PEVKI VIKMSR MW WYFHMZMHIH MRXS
RMRI TEVEWIKQIRXWTIGMpG GMWVIKYPEXSV] WYFVIKMSRW JSV E
VIZMI[ WII (YRGER  1YXEXMSRW MR XLI 1GT ERH
*EF IPIQIRXW [LMGL PMI FIX[IIR TEVXMGYPEV TEMVW SJ
TEVEWIKQIRX GMWVIKYPEXSV] WYFVIKMSRW EJJIGX GSRXVSP SJ
I\TVIWWMSR MR &<' ERH GSRWIUYIRXP] XLI MHIRXMXMIW SJ
EFHSQMREP WIKQIRXW 8LMW LEW FIIR WLS[R XS EVMWI JVSQ
MREGXMZEXMSR SJ ER MRWYPEXSV JYRGXMSR TVIWIRX MR 1GT ERH
*EF +]YVOSZMGW IX EP  +EPPSRM IX EP 
/EVGL IX EP  1MLEP] IX EP  1GT ERH *EF
XLYW VITVIWIRX E HMWXMRGX GPEWW SJ FSYRHEV] IPIQIRXW
MRWXIEH SJ WITEVEXMRK EHNEGIRX HSQEMRW XLEX GSRXEMR WITEV
EXI WXVYGXYVEP KIRIW XLI] HIPMQMX GMWVIKYPEXSV] HSQEMRW
8LI JSPEXI VIGITXSV ERH XLI FKPSFMR KIRI GPYWXIV EVI
X[S PSGM XLEX LEZI HMJJIVIRX TVSKVEQW SJ I\TVIWWMSR HYVMRK
IV]XLVSMH HIZIPSTQIRX 8LI JSPEXI VIGITXSV MW I\TVIWWIH
EX ER IEVPMIV TVSPMJIVEXMZI WXEKI XLER XLI KPSFMR KIRIW [LMGL
EVI I\TVIWWIH HYVMRK XIVQMREP HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR 8LVSYKLSYX
HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR FSXL XLIWI PSGM HMWTPE] L]TIVWIRWMXMZI WMXIW
EX XLIMV VIKYPEXSV] IPIQIRXW -R ' GIPPW EVVIWXIH EX XLI
'*9) WXEKI [I JSYRH FSXL ,7% EX XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV
ERH ,7 ERH ,7 MR XLI KPSFMR 0'6 MX MW EPWS ORS[R
XLEX XLI L]TIVWIRWMXMZI WMXI EX XLI FI IRLERGIV MW TVIWIRX
&S]IW ERH *IPWIRJIPH  *YVXLIVQSVI ,7% MW WXMPP
HIXIGXEFPI MR MQQEXYVI IV]XLVSG]XIW *MKYVI  8LIWI
X[S PSGM EVI WITEVEXIH F]  OFT SJ GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR
ERH F] XLI MRWYPEXSV WIUYIRGI 8LI HMWXERGI FIX[IIR XLI
PSGM MW [MXLMR XLI VERKI SZIV [LMGL 0'6 IPIQIRXW EVI
GETEFPI SJ EGXMZEXMRK XVERWGVMTXMSR ;I TVSTSWI XLEX XLI
MRWYPEXSV QE] FI MQTSVXERX JSV XLI MRHITIRHIRX VIKYPEXMSR
SJ XLI X[S qEROMRK PSGM WIVZMRK XS TVIZIRX MRETTVSTVMEXI
EGXMZEXMSR SJ KIRIW SR SRI WMHI SJ XLI DFEVVMIV F]
XVERWEGXMZEXMRK IPIQIRXW SR XLI SXLIV 8LMW QE] FI ER
EGXMZMX] WITEVEXI JVSQ FYX VIPEXIH XS XLI FSYRHEV]JSVQMRK
EGXMZMX] HMWGYWWIH EFSZI
8LI TVS\MQMX] SJ X[S MRHITIRHIRXP] VIKYPEXIH IV]XLVSMH
WTIGMpG PSGM WITEVEXIH F] ER MRWYPEXSV ERH E VIPEXMZIP]
WLSVX WIKQIRX SJ GSRHIRWIH GLVSQEXMR [MPP FI ZEPYEFPI
JSV MRZIWXMKEXMRK XLI MRXIVTPE] SJ GLVSQEXMR WXVYGXYVI ERH
KIRI I\TVIWWMSR
1EXIVMEPW ERH QIXLSHW
'PSRMRK SJ XLI YTWXVIEQ VIKMSR [EW GEVVMIH SYX F] DGLVSQSWSQI [EPOMRK
*SYV TEVXMEP PMFVEVMIW [IVI QEHI WYGGIWWMZIP] *SV XLI GSRWXVYGXMSR SJ
124VMSPIEY
IEGL PMFVEV] 7SYXLIVR FPSX EREP]WMW [EW pVWX YWIH XS HIXIVQMRI ER
EHIUYEXI VIWXVMGXMSR IR^]QI ERH XLI WM^I SJ XLI KIRSQMG JVEKQIRX EJXIV
HMKIWXMSR +IRSQMG (2% [EW HMKIWXIH [MXL ETTVSTVMEXI VIWXVMGXMSR
IR^]QIW ERH XLIR TYVMpIH SR ER EKEVSWI KIP *VEKQIRXW [MXLMR  FT
SJ XLI WM^I SJ XLI KIRSQMG JVEKQIRX XS FI GPSRIH [IVI TYVMpIH %JXIV
TYVMpGEXMSR TEVXMEP PMFVEVMIW [IVI KIRIVEXIH F] PMKEXMSR MR T&PYI7GVMTX
7/ 7XVEXEKIRI *SV IEGL PMFVEV]   GPSRIW [IVI WGVIIRIH -WSPEXMSR
SJ XLI VMKLX GPSRI [EW GSRpVQIH F] (2% WIUYIRGMRK SJ XLI  IRH SJ
XLI GPSRI ERH EPWS F] VIWXVMGXMSR HMKIWXMSR )EGL GPSRI [EW WIRX JSV (2%
WIUYIRGMRK XS &MSXIGL 6IWIEVGL PEFSVEXSVMIW 6SGOZMPPI 1( 8LI
WIUYIRGI SJ XLI GSHMRK VIKMSR[EW GSRpVQIH YWMRK XLI 8LIVQS 7IUYIREWI
W]WXIQ %QIVWLEQ
*SV QMGVSGSGGEP RYGPIEWI HMKIWXMSR  GIPPW [IVI [EWLIH X[MGI MR
4&7 XLIR VIWYWTIRHIH MR  QP SJ P]WMW FYJJIV  Q1 8VMW T, 
 Q1 2E'P  Q1 1K'P 	 24 2YGPIM [IVI TIPPIXIH ERH
VIWYWTIRHIH MR XLI WEQI FYJJIV TPYW  Q1 'E'P *MZI QMGVSPMXIVW [IVI
QM\IH [MXL  QP SJ 2E'P  1YVIE  1 8LI % [EW EHNYWXIH XS 
7M\ EPMUYSXW SJ  QP [IVI HMKIWXIH [MXL      ERH  9 SJ
12EWI ;SVXLMRKXSR JSV  QMR EX ' 8LI VIEGXMSR [EW WXSTTIH
[MXL  QP SJ E  Q1 )(8% 	 7(7 7EQTPIW [IVI XVIEXIH [MXL
 QK SJ 62EWI % EX ' JSV  QMR  QK SJ TVSXIMREWI / [EW XLIR
EHHIH ERH WEQTPIW [IVI MRGYFEXIH EX ' JSV  L 7EQTPIW [IVI
TLIRSPrGLPSVSJSVQ I\XVEGXIH XLVII XMQIW ERH GLPSVSJSVQ I\XVEGXIH ERH
XLIR IXLERSP TVIGMTMXEXIH
*SV ,TE-- HMKIWXMSR  GIPPW [IVI [EWLIH X[MGI MR 4&7 XLIR
VIWYWTIRHIH MR  QP SJ P]WMW FYJJIV  Q1 8VMW T,   Q1 2E'P
 Q1 1K'P 	 8VMXSR <  Q1 )+8%  Q1 (88 ERH
417*  Q1 ETVSXMRMR  QKQP 8LI WEQTPI [EW [EWLIH SRGI EKEMR
MR XLI P]WMW FYJJIV ERH XLIR [EWLIH X[MGI MR XLI WEQI FYJJIV [MXLSYX
8VMXSR 2YGPIM [IVI TIPPIXIH ERH VIWYWTIRH MR  QP SJ E FYJJIV  Q1
8VMW T,   Q1 1K'P  Q1 2E'P  Q1 (88 ERH   9
SJ GSRGIRXVEXIH ,TE-- 2I[ )RKPERH &MSPEFW [IVI EHHIH 8LI WEQTPI
[EW MRGYFEXIH  L EX ' 8LI VIEGXMSR [EW WXSTTIH F] EHHMXMSR SJ
)(8% XS E pREP GSRGIRXVEXMSR SJ  Q1 (2% [EW I\XVEGXIH ERH
TVIGMTMXEXIH EW HIWGVMFIH EFSZI
*SV (2EWI - HMKIWXMSR b GIPPW [IVI [EWLIH X[MGI MR GSPH 4&7
'IPPW [IVI P]WIH MR  QP SJ FYJJIV %  Q1 8VMWr,'P T,   Q1
2E'P  Q1 1K'P 	 8VMXSR <  Q1 (88 ERH  Q1 )+8%
TPYW 417*  Q1 ETVSXMRMR  QKQP 2YGPIM [IVI TIPPIXIH JSV  QMR
EX  K ERH [EWLIH SRGI MR FYJJIV % [MXLSYX 8VMXSR 8LI TIPPIX [EW
VIWYWTIRHIH MR  QP SJ FYJJIV &  Q1 8VMWr,'P T,   Q1 2E'P
 Q1 1K'P  Q1 'E'P EX VSSQ XIQTIVEXYVI ERH  QP SJ XLI
RYGPIM TVITEVEXMSR [IVI YWIH JSV IEGL (2EWI - ;SVXLMRKXSR HMKIWXMSR
8LI pREP (2EWI - GSRGIRXVEXMSRW [IVI        ERH
 9QP (MKIWXMSRW [IVI TIVJSVQIH EX VSSQ XIQTIVEXYVI JSV  QMR ERH
WXSTTIH F] EHHMXMSR SJ  QP SJ FYJJIV '  Q18VMW T,   Q1 )(8%
ERH 	 7(7 7EQTPIW [IVI XVIEXIH [MXL 62EWI % ERH TVSXIMREWI / EW
HIWGVMFIH EFSZI (2% [EW I\XVEGXIH ERH TVIGMTMXEXIH EW HIWGVMFIH EFSZI
8IR QMGVSKVEQW SJ IEGL (2% WEQTPI [EW HMKIWXIH [MXL XLI VIWXVMGXMSR
IRHSRYGPIEWIW MRHMGEXIH MR XLI TEVXMGYPEV I\TIVMQIRX *SPPS[MRK IPIGXVS
TLSVIWMW XLVSYKL EKEVSWI KIP XLI KIP [EW XVIEXIH JSV  QMR MR  1
,'P ERH XLIR MRGYFEXIH MR HIREXYVMRK FYJJIV  1 2E'P  2E3,
X[MGI JSV  QMR IEGL %JXIV  QMR MRGYFEXMSR MR XVERWJIV FYJJIV  1
2E'P  Q1 2E3, XLI KIP [EW XVERWJIVVIH XS E +IRIWGVIIR TPYW
QIQFVERI (Y4SRX MR  1 2E'P  Q1 2E3, JSV  QMR YWMRK E
8YVFS&PSXXIV W]WXIQ 7GLPIMGLIV ERH 7GLYIPP
,]FVMHM^EXMSRW [IVI TIVJSVQIH YWMRK  RK SJ TVSFIW PEFIPIH F]
VERHSQ TVMQMRK *MPXIVW [IVI TVIL]FVMHM^IH JSV  QMR ERH L]FVMHM^IH
JSV  QMR EX ' YWMRK 5YMGO ,]F WSPYXMSR 7XVEXEKIRI *SPPS[MRK
L]FVMHM^EXMSR pPXIVW [IVI [EWLIH EW JSPPS[W SRGI MR  77' 	
7(7 EX VSSQ XIQTIVEXYVI SRGI MR  77' 	 7(7 EX ' JSV
 QMR ERH pREPP] SRGI MR  77' 	 7(7 EX ' JSV  QMR
%RXMWIRWI VMFSTVSFIW [IVI TVITEVIH YWMRK HMKS\]KIRMR984 &SILVMRKIV
1ERRLIMQ ERH 8 62% TSP]QIVEWI 7XVEXEKIRI JVSQ PMRIEVM^IH 62EWI
- TPEWQMH 7IRWI VMFSTVSFIW [IVI TVITEVIH [MXL XLI MRWIVX GPSRIH MR XLI
STTSWMXI HMVIGXMSR JVSQ XLI WEQI ZIGXSV T'6 -RZMXVSKIR *IVXMPM^IH
IKKW [IVI MRGYFEXIH YRXMP XLI HIWMVIH HIZIPSTQIRXEP WXEKI 8LI [LSPI
FPEWXSHIVQ [EW LEVZIWXIH ERH p\IH qEX MR  GQ XMWWYI GYPXYVI TPEXIW MR
	 TEVEJSVQEPHIL]HI SZIVRMKLX EX ' )QFV]SW [IVI [EWLIH MR 4&7

XLIR HIL]HVEXIH KVEHYEPP] SR MGI MR MRGVIEWMRK GSRGIRXVEXMSRW SJ QIXLERSP
XS 	 XLIR VIL]HVEXIH MRXS 4&7r	 8VMXSR < 4&8
4VIL]FVM^EXMSR [EW JSV  L EX ' MR L]FVMHM^EXMSR FYJJIV 	
JSVQEQMHI  77' T,   QKQP ]IEWX X62%  QKQP WEPQSR
WTIVQ (2%  QKQP LITEVMR JSPPS[IH F] L]FVMHM^EXMSR SZIVRMKLX EX
' [MXL VMFSTVSFI )QFV]SW [IVI [EWLIH I\XIRWMZIP] pVWX MR  77'
EX ' XLIR EX  77' EX VSSQ XIQTIVEXYVI MR 4&8 XLIR FPSGOIH MR
	 WLIITW WIVE +MFGS&60 JSV  L JSPPS[IH F] E  L ERXMFSH]
MRGYFEXMSR EX 68 *-8'ERXM(MK -K+ &SILVMRKIV 1ERRLIMQ 4&8
[EWLIW [IVI QSRMXSVIH YRXMP FEGOKVSYRH WXEMRMRK [EW RIKPMKMFPI 4LSXS
KVETLW [IVI XEOIR SR ER 3P]QTYW 7> QMGVSWGSTI YWMRK /SHEO 
%7% GSPSV pPQ %JXIV TLSXSKVETL] IQFV]SW [IVI GSYRXIV WXEMRIH [MXL
+MIQWE 7MKQE %GGYWXEMR
T+0*6 [EW GSRWXVYGXIH F] GSMRWIVXMRK X[S <LS-r&EQ,- JVEKQIRXW
MRXS T+0FEWMG PMRIEVM^IH F] <LS- 4VSQIKE 8LI <LS-r&EQ,- JVEK
QIRX PMROIH XS XLI PYGMJIVEWI VITSVXIV KIRI MW PSGEXIH MR XLI  IRH SJ
XLI  OFT &EQ,- GPSRI 8LI SXLIV <LS-r&EQ,- JVEKQIRX [EW I\GMWIH
JVSQ XLI  OFT &KP-- GPSRI
,( GIPPW EVI GLMGOIR QYPXMTSXIRX IV]XLVSMHQ]IPSMH GIPPW XVERWJSVQIH
F] XLI ) ZMVYW 8LI] GERRSX HMJJIVIRXMEXI EW IJpGMIRXP] EW TVMQEV]
XVERWJSVQERXW ERH I\TVIWW WSQI QEVOIVW JSV IEVP] IV]XLVSMH TVSKIRMXSVW
8LI] [IVI KVS[R MR FPEWXSHIVQ QIHME 1IX^ ERH +VEJ  ' EVI
'*9) WXEKI IV]XLVSMH TVIGYVWSV GIPPW SFXEMRIH F] XVERWJSVQEXMSR SJ
FSRI QEVVS[ [MXL [MPHX]TI EZMER IV]XLVSFPEWXSWMW ZMVYW %): '
GIPPW [IVI KVS[R MR EPTLE QSHMpIH )EKPIW QIHMYQ 1)1 WYTTPI
QIRXIH [MXL 	 JIXEP FSZMRI WIVYQ *&7 	 GLMGOIR WIVYQ  Q1
,)4)7  Q1 FQIVGETXSIXLERSP ERH E WXERHEVH GSQTPIQIRX SJ
ERXMFMSXMGW (8 GIPPW TYVGLEWIH XLVSYKL %QIVMGER 8]TI 'YPXYVI
'SPPIGXMSR %8'' 6SGOZMPPI 1( [IVI KVS[R MR (1)1 WYTTPIQIRXIH
[MXL  Q1 FQIVGETXSIXLERSP  Q1 KPYXEQMRI 	 *&7 	 GLMGOIR
WIVYQ 	 XV]TXSWI TLSWTLEXI FVSXL ERH ERXMFMSXMGW %PP XLI GIPPW [IVI
QEMRXEMRIH EX ' MR 	 '3
' GIPPW [IVI KVS[R XVERWJIGXIH ERH WIPIGXIH EW HIWGVMFIH TVIZMSYWP]
&S]IW ERH *IPWIRJIPH  8LI XIWX GSRWXVYGX T+0*6 [EW PMRIEV
M^IH F] IMXLIV 2LI- SV 7EP- 2LI- GYXW XLI ZIGXSV NYWX YTWXVIEQ SJ XLI 
IRH SJ XLI JSPEXI VIGITXSV YTWXVIEQ VIKMSR 7EP- GYXW  SJ XLI 7: PEXI
TSP]% WMKREP SJ XLI PYGMJIVEWI VITSVXIV KIRI &SXL PMRIEVM^EXMSRW KEZI
XLI WEQI VIWYPXW -RHMZMHYEP GSPSRMIW [IVI TMGOIH EJXIV r [IIOW ERH
I\TERHIH MR QIHMYQ GSRXEMRMRK  9QP L]KVSQ]GMR 'EPFMSGLIQ
ER EQSYRX XLEX OMPPW ER] RSRXVERWJIGXIH GIPPW %JXIV GIPP KVS[XL JSV r
 HE]W MR  QP SJ JVIWL WIPIGXMZI QIHMYQ LEPJ SJ XLI GYPXYVI [EW WTYR
HS[R ERH VIWYWTIRHIH MR  QP JIXEP GEPJ WIVYQ TPYW 	 (173 ERH
WXSVIH MR PMUYMH RMXVSKIR 8LI VIWX SJ XLI GYPXYVI [EW WTYR HS[R ERH XLI
TIPPIX [EW XVIEXIH JSV (2% I\XVEGXMSR
8LI GIPP TIPPIX SJ IEGL MRHMZMHYEP GSPSR] [EW VIWYWTIRHIH MR  QP SJ
 Q1 2E'P  Q1 8VMW T,  ERH P]WIH F] EHHMRK  QP SJ 	
7(7  Q1 )(8% 8LI WEQTPI [EW MRGYFEXIH JSV  QMR EX ' [MXL
 QKQP 62EWI % ERH XLIR [MXL  QKQP 4VSXIMREWI / JSV  L EX
' 7EQTPIW [IVI I\XVEGXIH X[MGI [MXL TLIRSPrGLPSVSJSVQ ERH SRGI
[MXL GLPSVSJSVQ ERH XLI (2% [EW TVIGMTMXEXIH [MXL MWSTVSTERSP 8LI
(2% TIPPIX [EW VIWYWTIRHIH MR  QP  Q1 8VMWr,'P T,   Q1
)(8% 8) 8IR QMGVSPMXIVW SJ XLI (2% WEQTPI [EW HMKIWXIH F] ,TE-
ERH /TR- (MKIWXIH WEQTPIW [IVI EREP]^IH F] 7SYXLIVR FPSXXMRK [MXL
TVSFI 62EWI - 8LMW TVSFI HIXIGXW E  OFT JVEKQIRX JSV XLI XVERWKIRI
ERH E  OFT JVEKQIRX JSV XLI IRHSKIRSYW JSPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI EJXIV
,TE- ERH /TR- HMKIWXMSR 8LI VEXMS FIX[IIR XLI XVERWKIRI GST] RYQFIV
ERH XLI IRHSKIRSYW KIRI [EW UYERXMpIH F] 4LSWTLSVMQEKI EREP]WMW %
VEXMS SJ  [EW MHIRXMpIH EW E WMRKPI GST] MRXIKVEXMSR 8LMW [EW
GSRpVQIH F] E VIWXVMGXMSR HMKIWXMSR [LMGL GYXW SRGI MR XLI GSRWXVYGX
MRXIKVEXIH 'PSRIW WXSVIH MR PMUYMH RMXVSKIR [IVI GYPXYVIH JSV r HE]W
MR JVIWL QIHMYQ GSRXEMRMRK L]KVSQ]GMR *SV PYGMJIVEWI EWWE]W GIPPW JVSQ
 QP SJ GYPXYVI [IVI LEVZIWXIH [EWLIH X[MGI MR 4&7 ERH VIWYWTIRHIH MR
 QP SJ 6ITSVXIV 0]WMW FYJJIV 4VSQIKE 8LI WYTIVREXERXW [IVI
EWWE]IH JSV PYGMJIVEWI EGXMZMX] YWMRK XLI 4VSQIKE PYGMJIVEWI EWWE] W]WXIQ
0YGMJIVEWI EGXMZMX] [EW RSVQEPM^IH XS XLI TVSXIMR GSRGIRXVEXMSR MR IEGL
WEQTPIW 4VSXIMR GSRGIRXVEXMSR [EW HIXIVQMRIH [MXL &MS6EH TVSXIMR
EWWE] OMX
*SPEXI VIGITXSV KIRI I\TVIWWMSR ERH VIKYPEXMSR
8SXEP 62% [EW TVITEVIH YWMRK 62% 78%8 WSPYXMSR 8)08)78
EGGSVHMRK XS XLI QERYJEGXYVIVW MRWXVYGXMSRW ERH [EW XVIEXIH [MXL 62EWI
JVII (2EWI - &SILVMRKIV 1ERRLIMQ 62% MRXIKVMX] SJ IEGL TVITEVEXMSR
[EW GLIGOIH SR IXLMHMYQ FVSQMHI WXEMRIH 	 EKEVSWI1347JSVQEPHI
L]HI KIPW 62% [EW TVITEVIH JVSQ ,( ' ERH (8 GLMGOIR GIPP
PMRIW GMVGYPEXMRK VIH FPSSH GIPPW SJ HE] IQFV]SW GLMGOIR pFVSFPEWXW
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